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ABSTRACT Taking the Steady-state Security Region (SSR) of AC/DC hybrid power system as a link,
the mathematical model of coordinated control optimization problem is established by using the comple-
mentarity between preventive control and corrective control. Firstly, taking into account the probability
and severity of anticipated accidents, a two-layer optimization model of coordinated control with dynamic
constraints is established with the lowest total cost of coordinated control as the objective function. Secondly,
invalid anticipated accidents are eliminated based on the theory of dominant event, which reduces the scale of
the model and the complexity of optimization space. Finally, based on the constraint relaxation outer-layer
optimization method, the anticipated accident with the minimum Steady-state Security Distance(SSD) is
eliminated from the preventive control subset and incorporated into the corrective control subset, providing
fixed anticipated accident subsets for the inner-layer optimization. In the inner-layer optimization, the SSDs
are used to replace the power flow equations as the constraint condition, then the nonlinear constraints are
transformed into linear constraints, which can reduce the difficulty of solving the mathematical model. The
transformed IEEE 39 node AC/DC hybrid system is analyzed and calculated, and the calculation results
verify that the proposed method can effectively improve the efficiency of solving optimal control scheme,
and provide the possibility for online application.

INDEX TERMS AC/DC hybrid power system, steady-state security region, coordinated control, dominant
event, constraint relaxation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the power system is developing towards the direc-
tion of large power grid and AC/DC hybrid connection, and
its operating environment is more and more complex, which
makes the issue of static security of the power grid more
challenging than ever, and the study of power system secu-
rity control is becoming more and more important [1]–[4].
Preventive control and corrective control are two commonly
used security control methods, however, large-scale AC/DC
hybrid power systems may have many anticipated accidents
in the future, and their severity and probability vary greatly.
When designing a control scheme, if only preventive con-
trol or corrective control is used to ensure the static security
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of all anticipated accidents at the same time, the control cost
may be too high or the control scheme may be practically
unfeasible. While preventive control and corrective control
have strong complementary in physical and economic char-
acteristics, the coordination between them is an important
element in the field of static security control in AC/DC hybrid
power system [5]–[8].

The control time of preventive control and corrective con-
trol can be divided into before and after these accidents.
Therefore, it is necessary to classify these anticipated acci-
dents first and decompose the security control pressure into
before and after of these accidents. In [9], based on the single-
machine equivalent theory, the anticipated accidents were
classified according to their severity, but probabilities of these
accidents are ignored; Wang et al. [10] considered the sever-
ity and probability of anticipated accidents firstly and then
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used the golden section search to classify these anticipated
accidents. Other researchers [11], [12] used the risk index
to classify these anticipated accidents, but the selection of
the risk index depended on the operation experience of the
dispatcher so it is highly subjective.

After classifying these anticipated accidents, it is necessary
to formulate a corresponding control scheme for these deter-
mined accident subsets. Verma et al. [13] proposed a preven-
tive control of transient stability with generation rescheduling
based on coherency obtained from time domain simulations.
Alzaareer et al. [14] used the sensitivity analysis to select
the most effective control variables to maintain the voltage
stability of the system. Zhou et al. [6] proposed a chaos par-
ticle swarm optimization (CPSO) algorithm combined with
particle mining algorithm to formulate a control scheme to
maintain the stability of the system. However, these above
formulating methods of control strategy mainly rely on com-
plex simulation calculations. The large amount of calculation
makes it difficult to apply online, and it is difficult to master
the overall security statue of the system during adjustment.

The Steady-state Security Region (SSR) describes the
overall security operation region, which is only related to
the network topology and constraints of the system, and has
nothing to do with the operating state of the system, therefore,
the SSR can be calculated offline and applied online. Besides,
within the scope of engineering concern, the practical bound-
ary surfaces of SSR in the decision space can be approximated
by a few hyperplanes. Whether the current operation state is
security or not can be judged by observing the relative posi-
tion relationship between the operating point and the bound-
ary surfaces of SSR. The safety margin and optimal control
information of the system can also be obtained by observ-
ing the Steady-state Security Distance (SSD) between the
operating point and the boundary surfaces of SSR [15]–[17].
At the same time, using the boundary surfaces of the SSR
represented by hyperplanes as the constraint condition, the
constraint condition can be transformed into linear combina-
tion inequality constraint, which makes the difficult problem
of stability-constrained dealing with optimization problem
become very simple, and provides the possibility for online
application. At present, SSR has achieved good application
results in power system risk assessment [18], [19], optimal
power flow [20], [21] and security control [22], [23].

Based on the above analysis, this paper proposed a
coordinated control optimization model based on SSR. The
advantages of the coordinated control method and the main
contributions of this paper can be listed as follows:

1) Based on the theory of SSR of AC/DC hybrid power
system, the boundary surfaces of SSR are represented by
hyperplanes, and the calculation methods of expressions of
hyperplanes and SSD are provided.

2) Based on the theory of dominant event, these invalid
anticipated accidents are eliminated so the scale of the model
is reduced. And then use the constraint relaxation outer-
layer optimization method to classify these screened antici-
pated accidents, provide fixed anticipated accident subsets for

the inner-layer optimization, decompose the security control
pressure into before and after of these accidents.

3)When carrying out the inner-layer optimization for these
given anticipated accident subsets, the probability and sever-
ity of anticipated accidents are considered comprehensively,
and the constraint conditions are simplified by taking the SSD
as the constraint condition, thus the optimal coordinated con-
trol scheme can be solved quickly and provide the possibility
for online application.

II. MODEL OF STEADY-STATE SECURITY REGION
OF AC/DC HYBRID POWER SYSTEM
A. STEADY-STATE SECURITY REGION
IN CONTROL VARIABLE SPACE
The SSR of AC/DC hybrid system is a region that satis-
fies the system equality constraint and inequality constraint
in the control variable space. Suppose there are only two
control variables x1α and x2α , two state variables x1β and x2β
in the system, and the SSR as shown in the shaded part
in Figure 1. xα(x1α, x

2
α) corresponding to any point inside this

region (e.g., point a) is security when verified by the point-
wise method. And xα(x1α, x

2
α) corresponding to any point

outside this region (e.g., point b) is insecurity when verified
by the point-wise method.

FIGURE 1. The connection between SSR method and point-wise method.

The SSR defined in the control variable space is the set of
all operating points xα that satisfy the equality and inequality
constraints, which can be expressed as follows:

� , xα ∈ Rn|∀x = (xα, xβ ) satisfy f (x) = 0, g(x) ≤ 0

(1)

where, xα = {x1α, x
2
α, · · · , x

n
α} denotes the control variables

of AC/DC hybrid system, e.g., the control variables of DC
subsystem, active output and voltage amplitude of PV nodes,
active load and reactive load of PQ nodes; n denotes the
number of control variables, which also denotes the geo-
metric dimension of the SSR; Rn denotes the n-dimensional
Euclidean geometric space; xβ = {x1β , x

2
β , · · · , x

n
β} denotes

the state variables of AC/DC hybrid system, e.g., upper and
lower limits of line power flow and voltage amplitude of PQ
nodes; f (x) = 0 denotes equality constraint equations and
g(x) ≤ 0 denotes inequality constraint equations.
For a given system network topology and system parame-

ters, the SSR is uniquely determined, and the internal of SSR
is connected and empty, which is independent of the operating
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state of the system. Therefore, the SSR can be calculated
offline and applied online [17]. At the same time, when
the reactive power of the converter station is compensated
locally, the boundary surface of SSR in the high-dimensional
Euclidean geometric space can be approximately described
by the hyperplane within the scope of Engineering permis-
sion. The boundary surfaces of SSR represented by the linear
expressions simplify the constraints of the system in optimal
control problem, and provides the possibility for online con-
trol scheme formulation.

B. LINEAR EXPRESSION OF SSR BOUNDARY SURFACE
The boundary surfaces of SSR in high-dimensional Euclidean
geometric space is mainly composed of two parts: The opera-
tion constraint region �r surrounded by operation constraint
boundary surface Br composed of upper and lower limits of
state variables; The security constraint region �s surrounded
by security constraint boundary surface Bs which is perpen-
dicular to the coordinate axis and composed of upper and
lower limits of control variables. The intersection � of them
is SSR, as shown in the shaded part of Figure 2.

FIGURE 2. Diagram of Steady-state Security Region (SSR).

It can be seen from the definition of SSR that each inequal-
ity constraint in the equation (1) corresponds to a boundary
surface of SSR. When an inequality constraint is transformed
into an equality constraint and the rest of the equality and
inequality constraints are still satisfied, the boundary surface
corresponding to the inequality is formed. For example, for
the upper voltage limit of the i-th PQ node, the corresponding
boundary surface can be expressed as follows:

Bi = {xα ∈ �|Ui = Umax
i } (2)

Since the security constraint boundary surface Bs is per-
pendicular to the coordinate axis and corresponds to the
upper and lower limits of the control variables, its expression
can be obtained directly. However, the operation constraint
boundary surface Br is corresponding to the state variable
constraint, and the expression calculation methods usually
include analytical method and fitting method [23]. The ana-
lytical method is based on the DC power flow model to
derive the expression of the surface, although the accuracy
of analytical method is not high, it has the advantage of high
efficiency. So the analytical method is usually suitable for

the distribution network with frequent changes in network
topology; The fitting method is based on the AC power flow
model to calculate a certain number of critical points on the
boundary surface Br by the point-wise method, then nor-
malizes these critical points with different dimensions, after
that computes the linear expression of the fitting boundary
surface of these critical points. Although the accuracy of
fittingmethod is high, it needs to calculate a certain number of
critical points, it has the disadvantage of low efficiency, so the
fittingmethod is usually suitable for the transmission network
with constant network topology. And the fitting coefficients
of the boundary surface can be calculated offline and then
applied online.

In this paper, the AC/DC hybrid power system with high
voltage level is mainly studied, so the fitting method is
used to calculate the expression of the boundary surface.
At the same time, in order to ensure the uniform search
direction of the critical points in the control variable space,
the Hadamard orthogonal table is used to generate the search
direction [24], [25] when searching the critical points, there-
fore, the solution process of expression of the constraint
boundary surface Br is shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 3. The flow chart for solving the expression of operation
constraint boundary surface.

In Figure 3, n denotes the dimension of the SSR, which
also denotes the number of control variables; m denotes the
number of critical points searched. In order to ensure the
fitting effect for each boundary surface, the number of critical
points is 3 times the dimension of the number of control
variables.
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Assuming that the rectifier side of the DC subsystem
adopts constant current control and the inverter side adopts
constant voltage control, the t-th mathematical expression of
the operation constraint boundary Br,t can be expressed as
follows:∑
i∈G

(αt,iPGi + βt,iVGi)+
∑
j∈L

(ηt,jPLj + λt,jQLj)

+

∑
m∈D

(µt,mIdm + ωt,mUinvm) = a0 (3)

where,G,L,D denote the set of PV nodes (except the balance
node), PQ nodes, and DC lines; αt,i, βt,i, ηt,j, λt,j, µt,m, ωt,m
denote the fitting coefficient of the boundary surface Br,t ;
PGi,VGi denote the active power output and voltage ampli-
tude of the i-th PV node; PLj,QLj denote the active power
load and reactive power load of the j-th PQ node; Idm,Uinvm
denote the constant current value of rectifier side and the
constant voltage value of inverter side of the m-th DC line,
and a0 denotes the observation variable, usually a0 = 1.
Expanding the equation (3), the linear expression of bound-

ary surface Br,t can be obtained, it can be expressed as
follows:

at,1x1α + at,2x
2
α + · · · + at,nx

n
α = a0 (4)

where, n denotes the dimension of the SSR, x iα(i =
1, 2, · · · , n) denotes the control variable of the system,
which also denotes the dimension variable of the SSR,
at,i(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) denotes the coefficient of the boundary
surface Br,t .

For the linear fitting effect of the operation constraint
boundary surface Br,t , the fitting error err can be used to
characterize it. In general, when the fitting error of all critical
points are not more than 5%, it can be considered to meet the
engineering requirements. The smaller the fitting error err is,
the higher the accuracy is [26]. The fitting error of critical
point xα,j = (x1α,j, x

2
α,j, · · · , x

n
α,j) on boundary surface Br,t

can be expressed as follows:

errj =
|at,1x1α,j + at,2x

2
α,j + · · · + at,nx

n
α,j − a0|√

a2t,1 + a
2
t,2 + · · · + a

2
t,n ×

√
n∑
i=1

(x iα,j)
2

(5)

where

√
n∑
i=1

(x iα,j)
2 denotes the distance from the critical point

xα,j to the origin.

C. STEADY-STATE SECURITY DISTANCE
On the theory of SSR, scholars have designed different
indicators to characterize the security and security mar-
gin of the system. The SSD is one of the representative
indicators [16], [27].

Suppose the current operating point of the system is
xα,0 = (x1α,0, x

2
α,0, · · · , x

n
α,0), then in the n-dimensional

Euclidean geometric space Rn, the SSD from xα,0 to the

boundary surface Br,t can be expressed as follows:

dt =
at,1x1α,0 + at,2x

2
α,0 + · · · + at,nx

n
α,0 − a0√

a2t,1 + a
2
t,2 + · · · + a

2
t,n

(6)

where, the absolute value sign of the molecule is removed,
so the dt is a signed value. The positive and negative can rep-
resent the relative position relationship between the operating
point xα,0 and the boundary surface Br,t , that is, whether it
is located inside or outside the SSR, so as to represent the
security of the system.

The method to judge the security of the operating point is
as follows: for the upper-limit constraint boundary surface
Bup, the sufficient and necessary condition of the operating
point in the SSR is dt < 0; on the contrary, for the lower-
limit constraint boundary surface Bdown, the sufficient and
necessary condition of the operating point in the SSR is
dt > 0. The greater the absolute value dt is, the closer it is to
the center of the SSR, and the safer the system will be. The
coordinate point (0.5, 0.5, · · · , 0.5) can be considered as the
geometric center of the SSR.

III. COORDINATION CONTROL BASED ON SSR
For a large-scale AC/DC hybrid power system, there aremany
anticipated accidents, and the possibility of each accident and
the economic loss caused by each accident are also different.
If only preventive control is used to ensure the security of
the system, low probability accidents will increase the cost
of preventive control. If only corrective control is used to
ensure the security of the system, high probability accidents
will increase the expected dispatching cost and risk cost of
corrective control. However the preventive control before the
accidents and the corrective control after the accidents are
highly complementary in physical and economic character-
istics, if the preventive control and the corrective control are
respectively responsible for the static security of part of these
accidents, the total security control cost may be reduced.

A. THE IDEA OF COORDINATED
CONTROL BASED ON SSR
The coordinated control process of AC/DC hybrid power
system based on SSR is divided into three steps:

Step 1: Divide the anticipated accident set0 into preventive
control subset 0p and corrective control subset 0c. The static
security of 0p is ensured by preventive control, and the static
security of 0c is ensured by corrective control.
Step 2: Formulate a preventive control scheme 1xα,p to

move the initial operating point xα,0 /∈ ∩
λi∈0p

�(λi) ∈ Rn of

the system to xα,p ∈ ∩
λi∈0p

�(λi) ∈ Rn, that is, within the

intersection of the SSR of the preventive control subset 0p.
Step 3: Formulate a corrective control scheme 1xα,cj for

each anticipated accident λj(λj ∈ 0c) in 0c, and move the
operating point xα,p after the preventive control from xα,p /∈
�(λj) ∈ Rn to xα,cj ∈ �(λj) ∈ Rn, thus forming the corrective
control scheme set 1xα,c = {1xα,c1,1xα,c2, · · · ,1xα,cj}T .
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FIGURE 4. The diagram of coordinated control between prevention and
correction.

The schematic diagram of coordinated control is shown in
Figure 4.

After the implementation of preventive control, the system
still needs to meet certain security margin under normal
operating conditions. For the convenience of explanation, this
paper takes the normal operation state as a special case of the
preventive control subset 0p.

B. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF COORDINATED CONTROL
From the economic point of view, the solution of coordi-
nated control target operation point needs to consider the
dispatching cost of preventive control before the accident,
the expected dispatching cost and risk cost of corrective
control after the accident. Therefore, this paper mainly con-
siders the following three aspects of cost: dispatching cost of
preventive control, expected dispatching cost and risk cost of
corrective control.

1) THE DISPATCHING COST OF PREVENTIVE CONTROL
The purpose of preventive control is to pull the current oper-
ating point xα,0 of the system to the intersection of SSR of
the preventive control subset 0p. Therefore, the dispatching
cost Cd

p (xα,0, xα,p) of preventive control can be expressed as
follows:

Cd
p (xα,0, xα,p) = CT

· |xα,p − xα,0| (7)

where: C = [c1, c2, · · · , cn] denotes the unit adjust-
ment cost of each dimension variable of SSR; xα,p =
[x1α,p, x

2
α,p, · · · , x

n
α,p] denotes the operating point after pre-

ventive control.

2) THE EXPECTED DISPATCHING COST
OF CORRECTIVE CONTROL
The purpose of the corrective control is to formulate a cor-
rective control measure 1xα,cj for each anticipated accident
λj(λj ∈ 0c) in 0c, and pull the operation point xα,p after
preventive control to the �(λj), and then form the corrective

control measures set 1xα,c. For example, for the anticipated
accident λj, the expected dispatching cost Cd

c (xα,p, xα,cj) of
corrective control can be expressed as follows:

Cd
c (xα,p, xα,cj) = P(λj) · CT

· |xα,cj − xα,p| (8)

where: xα,cj = [x1α,cj, x
2
α,cj, · · · , x

n
α,cj] denotes the operation

point after corrective control for the anticipated accident
λj, P(λj) denotes the probability of the anticipated accident
λj(λj ∈ 0c).
Furthermore, the expected dispatching cost Cd

c (xα,p, xα,c)
of corrective control can be expressed as follows:

Cd
c (xα,p, xα,c) =

∑
λj∈0c

Cd
c (xα,p, xα,cj) (9)

3) THE RISK COST OF CORRECTIVE CONTROL
When the anticipated accident λj(λj ∈ 0c) occurs, it maybe
cause the node voltage or line power flow out-of-limit, which
will endanger the security of the AC/DC hybrid power sys-
tem. In order to characterize the harm degree of out-of-limit to
the system before the corrective control takes effect, the risk
of voltage and power flow out-of-limit are introduced into the
cost of coordinated control. The mathematical model can be
expressed as follows:

Cr (f ) =
∑
λj∈0c

(Rv(λj)+ Rl(λj)) (10)

where: Rv(λj) denotes the voltage out-of-limit risk cost
caused by anticipated accident λj, Rl(λj) denotes the power
flow out-of-limit risk cost caused by anticipated accident λj.

a: THE RISK COST OF VOLTAGE OUT-OF-LIMIT
When the anticipated accident λj occurs, the voltage out-
of-limit severity function Gv(λj,m) of the m-th PQ node is
defined as follows:

Gv(λj,m)

=


ωm

(
|2Vλj (m)− [Vmax(m)+ Vmin(m)]|

2[Vmax(m)− Vmin(m)]
−

1
2

)ev
Vλj (m) > Vmax(m)||Vλj (m) < Vmin(m)

0 Vmin(m) ≤ Vλj (m) ≤ Vmax(m)
(11)

where: Vλj (m) denotes the voltage value of the m-th node
when the anticipated accident λj occurs,Vmax(m) andVmin(m)
denote the voltage upper and lower limits of the m-th node
respectively,ωm denotes the node importance coefficient, and
ev denotes the severity index factor of voltage out-of-limit,
the larger the value of ev is, the easier it is to identify the
serious accident.

The system voltage out-of-limit severity index Ev(λj)
caused by accident λj can be expressed as follows:

Ev(λj) =
∑
m∈NB

Gv(λj,m) (12)

where: NB denotes all PQ nodes in the system.
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Therefore, the risk cost Rv(λj) of voltage out-of-limit when
the anticipated accident λj occurs can be expressed as follows:

Rv(λj) = P(λj)Ev(λj) (13)

b: THE RISK COST OF POWER FLOW OUT-OF-LIMIT
The power flow out-of-limit severity functionGl(λj, n) of the
n-th branch when the anticipated accident λj occurs is defined
as follows:

Gl(λj, n)

=

ωk
[
|Pλj (n)| − Pmax(n)

Pmax(n)

]el
Pλj (n) > Pmax(n)

0 Pλj (n) < Pmax(n)
(14)

where: Pλj (n) denotes the power transmission of the n-th line
when the anticipated accident λj occurs, Pmax(n) denotes the
power flow upper limit of the n-th line,ωk denotes importance
coefficient of line, and el denotes the severity index factor of
power flow overload. The larger the value of el is, the easier
it is to identify the serious accident.

The system power flow out-of-limit severity index El(λj)
caused by anticipated accident λj can be expressed as follows:

El(λj) =
∑
n∈Nl

Gl(λj, n) (15)

where: Nl denotes all lines in the system.
Therefore, the risk cost Rl(λj) of power flow out-of-limit

when the anticipated accident λj occurs can be expressed as
follows:

Rl(λj) = P(λj)El(λj) (16)

4) MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF
COORDINATED CONTROL COST
The objective of optimal coordination control is to ensure
the security of all anticipated accidents by preventive control
and corrective control, and at the same time minimize the
total cost of coordinated control. Therefore, the mathematical
model of coordinated control can be expressed as follows:

min F(xα,0, xα,p, xα,c, z)

= Cp(xα,0, xα,p)+ Cc(xα,p, xα,c, f )

= Cd
p (xα,0, xα,p)+ C

d
c (xα,p, xα,c)+ Cr (f )

s.t.

|xα,cj − xα,p| ≤ ki1t

xα,p ∈ ∩
λi∈0p

�(λi)

xα,cj ∈ �(λj) (∀λj ∈ 0c)

dλm,n ≤ −dmin (∀λm ∈ 0, n ∈ Bup)

dλm,n ≥ dmin (∀λm ∈ 0, n ∈ Bdown) (17)

where: Cp(xα,0, xα,p) denotes the cost of preventive con-
trol, equal to dispatching cost Cd

p (xα,0, xα,p) of the preven-
tive control; Cc(xα,p, xα,c, z) denotes the expected cost of

corrective control, including the expected dispatching cost
Cd
c (xα,p, xα,c) and risk cost Cr (f ) of corrective control.
In the constraint condition of the Equation (17), the first

equation denotes the coupling relationship between the cor-
rective control and the preventive control, where ki denotes
the allowed adjustment rate of the i-th dimension variable in
the SSR, and 1t is the allowed emergency adjustment time
of corrective control. The second and third equations denote
the system static security constraints represented by the SSR.
∩

λi∈0p
�(λi) denotes the intersection of SSR corresponding to

the preventive control subset 0p, and �(λj) denotes the SSR
corresponding to the anticipated accident λj. The fourth and
the fifth equations denote the minimum stability margin con-
straint, where dλm,n denotes the SSD from the operating point
to the boundary surface Bn of the anticipated accident λm, Bup
and Bdown denote the boundary surfaces corresponding to the
upper limit and lower limit of the constraint respectively.

At last, anti-normalization of the solved operating points,
the actual operating points of the system can be obtained.

IV. COORDINATED CONTROL OPTIMIZATION
METHOD BASED ON SSR
It can be seen from the Figure 4 that the mathematical model
of coordinated control is a two-layer optimization problem
with dynamic constraints. The outer-layer optimization deter-
mines the dynamic change of constraints, which divides the
anticipated accident set 0 into preventive control subset 0p
and corrective control subset 0c, then provides fixed antic-
ipated accident subsets for the inner-layer optimization. For
the determined 0p and 0c, inner-layer optimization formu-
lates preventive control scheme 1xα,p and corrective control
scheme set 1xα,c with minimum total control cost.

The inner-layer optimization is the optimization problem
shown in Equation (17). Since the equation (17) takes SSDs
as the constraint condition, the inner-layer optimization of
coordinated control is actually a typical linear programming
problem, and the current algorithm has been quite mature.

For the outer-layer optimization, if the anticipated acci-
dents set is small, the optimal solution can be obtained by
exhaustive method. However, when the number of anticipated
accidents is large, this method may bring ‘‘curse of dimen-
sionality’’ and will become infeasible. Therefore, a new
outer-layer optimization method is needed to solve the outer-
layer optimization problem in a shortest possible time. There-
fore, in this paper, these anticipated accidents are screened
based on the theory of dominant event to reduce the model
scale, and then, the constraint relaxation method for outer-
layer optimization is proposed for the screened dominant
events.

A. CONSTRAINT REDUCTION BASED
ON DOMINANT EVENT THEORY
In a large-scale AC/DC hybrid power system, the number
of anticipated accidents may be very large. If all anticipated
accidents are considered, there are two problems as follows:
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FIGURE 5. Schematic diagram of dominant event theory.

(1) Although the fitting method has high accuracy in solving
the boundary surfaces of SSR, it also has the disadvantage
of low efficiency. If the boundary surfaces of all anticipated
accidents are depicted, the calculation amount is bound to
increase; (2) If the boundary surface constraints of all antici-
pated accidents are considered, it will not only complicate the
outer-layer optimization, but also complicate the optimization
space of preventive control.

However, in the actual process, the number of valid antici-
pated accidents is not large. By using the theory of dominant
event and screening these anticipated accidents, the number
of valid anticipated accidents can be reduced and the scale of
coordinated control model can be simplified too.

In the case of anticipated accident λt occurs, the out-of-
limit value Y rλt of electrical quantity r can be expressed as
follows:

Y rλt = max (0, |Tr | − Tmax
r ) (18)

where: Tr denotes the value of electrical quantity r , and the
r includes the upper and lower limits of line power flow and
node voltage.

The dominant event means that if the out-of-limit value of
all electrical quantities caused by accident λt are larger than
the corresponding out-of-limit value of electrical quantities
caused by accident λz, namely:

Y rλt ≥ Y
r
λz, r = 1, 2, · · ·m (19)

Then accident λt is termed as dominate accident λz, and
accident λt is the dominant event, accident λz is the domi-
nated event, If a new operation point meets the static security
of accident λt , it must meet the static security of accident λz.
And the theoretical basis of dominant event can be referred
to [28], [29].

Taking the two-dimensional SSR as an example, assume
that the SSR of normal operating conditions is �(λ0) in
Figure 5, and the initial operating point xα,0 is located in
�(λ0), the SSRs corresponding to accidents λt and λz are
respectively �(λt ) and �(λz), and both of them will cause
the electrical quantity r1 to out-of-limit. And the out-of-limit
value caused by accident λt is greater than the out-of-limit
value caused by accident λz, so the distance |d r1λt | from xα,0
to boundary surfaceBr1λt is greater than the distance |d

r1
λz | from

xα,0 to boundary surface Br1λz .

If the operation point x,α satisfies x
,
α ∈ �(λ0)∩�(λt ), then

x,α must satisfy x,α ∈ �(λ0)∩�(λt )∩�(λz), as shown in the
shadow of Figure 5. Therefore, the constraint corresponding
to the �(λz) of the accident λz is invalid. In the coordinated
control, the description of �(λz) can be ignored, which not
only improves the efficiency of depiction for SSR, but also
simplifies the scale of the model.

Therefore, by comparing the anticipated accidents with
each other and eliminating the dominated anticipated acci-
dents, the set of dominant anticipated accidents can be
obtained. The specific process is as follows:

(1) Under the current operating state of the AC/DC hybrid
power system, determine the initial anticipated accident set
0a, and calculate the power flow distribution of each antic-
ipated accident, then obtain the measurement index of the
transmission component out-of-limit under each anticipated
accident;

(2) Compare the anticipated accidents in 0a, and get the
set 0d of dominated anticipated accidents;
(3) Obtain 0 = 0a−0d , and all anticipated accidents in 0

are valid anticipated accidents.

B. OUTER-LAYER OPTIMIZATION METHOD
BASED ON CONSTRAINT RELAXATION
If the preventive control is responsible for all of these antic-
ipated accidents in 0, i.e. 0p = 0, the cost of preventive
control is the highest, while the expected cost of corrective
control is the lowest. In order to reduce the total cost of coor-
dinated control, the most serious accident (with minimum
SSD after preventive control) in0p can be eliminated from0p
and incorporated into 0c. In this case, the preventive control
cost will decrease and the expected cost of corrective control
will increase, but the increase or decreases of the total cost
need to be further observed.

Based on the above analysis, the outer-layer optimization
method of ‘‘constraint relaxation’’ is proposed. That is, let 0p
includes all anticipated accidents first, i.e. 0p = 0, calculate
the total cost of coordinated control, and then eliminate the
accident with the minimum SSD from 0p and incorporate it
into 0c, re-conduct the inner-layer optimization and calculate
the total cost of coordinated control to verify whether the total
cost of coordinated control is reduced or not. If it is no longer
decrease, the result of the previous step is the optimal scheme;
if it continues to decrease, the accident with the minimum
SSD in 0p will be eliminated and then incorporated into 0c
to solve the inner-layer optimization. The above process will
be repeated until the total cost no longer decreases.

The process of outer-layer optimization method based on
‘‘constraint relaxation’’ is shown in Figure 6. Assume that
xα,0 is the initial operation point, and there are only three
anticipated accidents, i.e. 0 = {λ1, λ2, λ3}, the correspond-
ing SSRs are �(λ1), �(λ2), �(λ2) respectively, the dispatch-
ing cost is represented by the norm of vector, the optimization
process of ‘‘constraint relaxation’’ is mainly as follows:

Step 1: Let the preventive control subset include all antic-
ipated accidents, i.e. 0p = 0 = {λ1, λ2, λ3}, 0c = φ.
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FIGURE 6. Schematic diagram of outer-layer optimization by constraint
relaxation method.

Assume that the operation point after preventive control is
xα,1, satisfying the static security constraints of all anticipated
accidents, while the accident λ3 has theminimumSSD. In this
case, the cost of coordinated control is C1 =

∣∣−−−−→xα,0xα,1
∣∣,

where
∣∣−−−−→xα,0xα,1

∣∣ denotes the cost of preventive control.
Step 2: Eliminate the anticipated accident λ3 which has

the minimum SSD from 0p and incorporate it into 0c,
and judge whether λ3 is a dominant accident, if not, then
0p = {λ1, λ2}, 0c = {λ3}. If λ3 is a dominant acci-
dent, re-incorporate the dominated accident into the preven-
tive control subset 0p, then calculate the preventive control
scheme for the preventive control subset0p and the corrective
control scheme for the accident λ3. Assuming that λ3 is
not a dominant event, the total cost is C2 =

∣∣−−−−→xα,0xα,2
∣∣ +

(P(λ3)
∣∣−−−−→xα,2xα,3

∣∣ + Cr (λ3)), where
∣∣−−−−→xα,0xα,2

∣∣ denotes the
cost of preventive control, P(λ3) denotes the probability of
anticipated accident λ3,

∣∣−−−−→xα,2xα,3
∣∣ denotes the dispatching

cost of corrective control, and Cr (λ3) denotes the risk cost
of corrective control.

Step 3: Compare the value of C1 and C2, if C1 ≤ C2,
the calculation result of step 1 is the optimal coordinated
control scheme. Otherwise, continue to use the ‘‘constraint
relaxation’’ method for the outer-layer optimization, elim-
inate the anticipated accident λ2 with the minimum SSD
from the preventive control subset 0p and incorporate it into
the corrective control subset 0c, then return to step 2, and
calculate the total cost of coordinated control again until the
total cost of coordinated control no longer decreases.

Therefore, the flow chart of coordinated control is shown
in Figure 7.

V. CASE STUDY AND ANALYSIS
A. THE TRANSFORMED IEEE 39-NODE SYSTEM
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method,
this chapter takes the transformed IEEE 39-node system as
an example to test the proposed method. The topology of
the transformed IEEE 39-node system is shown in Figure 8.
This AC/DC hybrid power system is formed by replacing
the original AC lines with DC lines that transmit nearly the
same power between the buses 25-2 and 17-18, respectively
based on the standard topology. For the DC system, the

FIGURE 7. Flow chart of coordinated control.

FIGURE 8. The topology of the transformed IEEE 39-node system.

rectifier-side uses constant-current control, and the inverter-
side uses constant-voltage control. The referenced capacity is
100MW and the reference voltage is 345kV of the system.

In this paper, the generator of bus No. 31 is selected as the
balance node and does not participate in the dispatch. The
generators, loads of the remaining nodes, and the control
variables of the DC line participate in the security con-
trol, so the SSR is a 60-dimensional geometry in Euclidean
space. The initial operating points and constraints of the
system control variables (corresponding to the dimension
variables of the SSR) are shown in Appendix (Table 7), and
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the AC line number and its active transmission limit are
shown in Appendix (Table 8). The value range of the trigger
angle α of the DC subsystem is 10◦ ≤ α ≤ 45◦, and the
value range of the extinction angle γ of the DC subsystem
is 15◦ ≤ γ ≤ 35◦.

B. ANTICIPATED ACCIDENT SCREENING
BASED ON DOMINANT EVENT THEORY
In a practical AC/DC hybrid power system, the probability
of single faults is much greater than that of multiple faults,
and in order to fully reflect the role of fast power flow
transfer capability of the DC subsystem in maintaining the
static security of the system, so only AC line break fault
accidents considered in this paper. There are 26 anticipated
accidents (the accidents that will cause the system to be
islanded are not considered) before screening based on the
theory of dominant event, as shown in Table 1. The subscript i
in anticipated accident λi corresponding to the ID of line in
Appendix (Table 8).

TABLE 1. The exceeding value caused by different anticipated accident.

Each anticipated accident includes the upper and lower
limits of node voltage, active output, active/reactive load,
line power flow, and DC control quantities. There will be
120 security constraint boundary surfaces and 134 operation
constraint boundary surfaces. The expressions of the secu-
rity constraint boundary surface can be obtained directly,
but when using the fitting method to calculate the operation
constraint boundary surface expression, a large number of
critical points need to be searched. If the number of critical
points is 3 times more than of the dimension of the SSR,

then more than 24120 critical points need to be searched for
each anticipated accident, which is bound to be very large in
computation.

In order to improve the optimization efficiency and sim-
plify the optimization space of preventive control, the antici-
pated accidents are screened based on the theory of dominant
event. Before the screening, the out-of-limit electrical quan-
tity and exceeding value caused by each anticipated accident
are shown in Table 1. In Table 1 the anticipated accidents
without out-of-limit quantity can be dominated by any of
the anticipated accidents with out-of-limit quantity, and the
anticipated accident λ27 can be dominated by anticipated
accident λ33. So the number of valid anticipated accidents
is reduced to 7 after screening, and the results before and
after screening are shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the
dominant event theory can effectively reduce the size of the
anticipated accident set and the complexity of optimization
space for preventive control.

TABLE 2. The screening results of anticipated accidents.

FIGURE 9. Fitting error of critical points of upper limit of transmission
power of line 14-15 under normal operating condition.

C. SOLUTION OF OPTIMAL COORDINATED
CONTROL STRATEGY
In order to ensure the operating point after preventive control
meets the static security under normal operating conditions,
the normal operating state is taken as a special case of the
anticipated accidents set, that is, the anticipated accidents
set is 0 = {λ0, λ8, λ12, λ17, λ18, λ22, λ33, λ36}, where λ0
represents the normal operating state. The boundary surfaces
of the dominant events are linearly fitted. The linear fitting
coefficients of the boundary surfaces corresponding to the
upper limit of the transmission power of line 14-15 under
normal operation is shown in Appendix (Table 9), and the
fitting errors of its 180 critical points are shown in Figure 9.
It can be seen from the Figure 9 that the fitting errors are
all below 5%, meeting the engineering error requirements,
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and the fitting errors of the boundaries of the remaining
boundary surfaces are all less than 5%, so it is feasible to
use hyperplanes to represent these boundary surfaces of these
SSRs.

When formulating the coordinated control scheme,
because the cost of active output and voltage adjustment of
the generator is relatively low, the unit adjustment cost weight
coefficient is set as 5; The cost of load shedding is relatively
larger, so the unit adjustment cost weight coefficient is set
as 100; And the unit adjustment cost weight coefficient of
DC control quantity is set as 1. At the same time, the safety
margin is taken as dmin = 0.005 in this paper. The prob-
abilities of occurrence of anticipated accidents are shown
in Appendix (Table 8). The line importance coefficient ωm,
as well as the node importance coefficient, ωk are both set as
2500, the severity index factor of voltage out-of-limit ev,
as well as the severity index factor of power flow overload,
el are both set as 1.1.

Only after 4 iterations, the optimal coordinated control
scheme is obtained by applying the method proposed in this
paper. The changes of different costs are shown in Figure 10
and the changes of anticipated accidents in preventive con-
trol subset 0p and corrective control subset 0c are shown
in Table 3.

FIGURE 10. Cost changes during iteration.

TABLE 3. Change of anticipated accidents in preventive control subset
and corrective control subset.

In the 3rd iteration, the λ33 in 0p is eliminated, so the λ27
dominated by λ33 needs to be added into 0p to participate
in the iterative process of coordinated control starting from
the 3rd iteration. It can be seen from the Figure 10 that, with
the progress of the iteration process, the cost of preventive
control becomes lower and lower. Finally, when the 0p only
contains the normal operating state, i.e. 0p = {λ0}, the cost
of preventive control is 0, while the cost of corrective control

increases from 0, and the total cost of coordinated control is
obviously monotonic.

However, in the 3rd and 4th iterations, the costs of pre-
ventive control and the expected cost of corrective control
are the same, and both have the lowest value. According to
the network topology and system parameters, if the oper-
ating point can satisfy the static security requirements of
λ18, it must satisfy the static security requirements of λ17.
Therefore, it can be said that λ17 is dominated by λ18. Thus
during the 4th iteration, each cost remains unchanged. In this
paper, it is considered that the optimal coordination control
scheme can be obtained in the 4th iteration.

In the optimal coordinated control strategy, there are
six anticipated accidents in the preventive control subset,
i.e. 0p = {λ0, λ8, λ12, λ18, λ27, λ36}; in the corrective con-
trol subset, there are three anticipated accidents, i.e. 0c =
{λ17, λ22, λ33}. However, since λ17 is dominated by λ18,
there are only two anticipated accidents (λ17 and λ18) inse-
curity after preventive control under the optimal coordinated
control scheme. Therefore, it is necessary to formulate cor-
responding corrective control schemes for these two antici-
pated accidents. After the occurrence of these two anticipated
accidents, the corresponding control schemes are applied
to meet the static security requirement. Under the optimal
coordinated control strategy, the control variables and their
adjusted values involved in the preventive control scheme are
shown in Figure 11. In 0p = {λ0, λ8, λ12, λ18, λ27, λ36},
the changes of electric quantities before and after preventive
control are shown in Table 4; The corresponding corrective
control schemes for each anticipated accident in0c are shown
in Table 5.

FIGURE 11. The changes variables involved in preventive control under
the optimal coordinated control scheme.

In order to facilitate comparative analysis, Table 6 also
gives the control cost comparison results of pure preventive
control and pure corrective control. In the optimal solution
process of optimal coordinated control, the result of the 1st
iteration is the result of pure preventive control, and the
dispatching scheme is shown in Figure 12.

It can be seen from Table 6 and Figure 12 that, due to the
serious anticipated accidents (λ22 and λ33) included in the
anticipated accidents set 0. In the pure preventive control,
more adjustments are involved and the cost of preventive
control is relatively high. In the 3rd iteration, λ22 and λ33 have
been eliminated from the preventive control subset 0p and
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TABLE 4. Change of electric quantity before and after preventive control.

TABLE 5. Corrective control subset and control schemes.

TABLE 6. Control cost comparison of different control schemes.

FIGURE 12. The changes of control variables involved in pure preventive
control.

incorporated into the corrective control subset 0c, therefore,
the cost of preventive control drops significantly, while the
cost of corrective control increases significantly.

In terms of optimal solution time, the traditional simulation
method was used in [30] to calculate the optimal corrective
control scheme for one single anticipated accident of the
test system similar to Figure 8, which takes about 2 min-
utes. However, based on the method proposed in this paper,
the optimal corrective control scheme for one anticipated
accident in the corrective control subset 0p can be solved

in 1 second, and the optimal coordinated control scheme for
the anticipated accident set 0 can be solved in 6 seconds.
And the current optimization program is only written in
MATLAB to verify the algorithm. If it is written in C as a
practical software, there is still a lot of room to improve the
calculation speed, and it is expected to be used online. What
is more, when the number of anticipated accidents continues
to increase, the advantages of this method will become more
apparent.

VI. CONCLUSION
Preventive control and corrective control have strong comple-
mentarity to each other, which are two important methods to
maintain the security operation of AC/DC hybrid power sys-
tem. For a long time, the research on the relationship between
them has been separated. The optimization and coordination
between them is extremely important to ensure the safe and
economic operation of AC/DC hybrid power system.

In this paper, based on the SSR of AC/DC hybrid power
system, a two-layer optimization algorithm of coordinated
control between preventive control and corrective control
is proposed, which takes the minimum cost of coordinated
control as the objective function. Compared with the exist-
ing research, this paper adopts three measures to improve
the efficiency of calculating the coordinated control scheme:
Firstly, based on the dominant event, the invalid anticipated
accidents are eliminated to reduce the scale of themodel; Sec-
ondly, for the two-layer optimization problem with dynamic
constraints, an outer-layer optimization method based on
‘‘constraint relaxation’’ method is proposed, which effec-
tively avoids the ‘‘curse of dimensionality’’ problem caused
by exhaustive method; Finally, in the process of inner-layer
optimization, the linear expressions of the boundary surfaces
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TABLE 7. The initial operating point and upper and lower limits of control variables.

TABLE 8. Ac line ID and its active power transmission limit.

of SSR are used instead of the nonlinear power flow equations
as the security constraint, which improves the efficiency of
optimal solution greatly. At last, through the analysis and

calculation of the transformed IEEE 39-node AC/DC hybrid
power system, the solution efficiency is improved greatly,
which provides the possibility for online application.
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TABLE 9. Linear fitting coefficient of part boundary surfaces of anticipated accident λ0.

In this paper, the influence of weather conditions and load
rate on the forced outage of components is ignored, and
the fault probability model is relatively simple. In the future
work, the load rate and weather factors should be taken into
account to establish a detailed transmission line fault model.
Besides, in the actual power system, there is still the possi-
bility of multiple failures, so in the future research, the static
security constraints of multiple faults should also be taken
into account in order to obtain the optimal coordinated control
strategy to meet the actual operation of the system.

APPENDIX
See Tables 7–9.
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